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Relative protein abundances of Escherichia coli MG1655 growing exponentially on minimal

medium with acetate or glucose as the sole carbon source were investigated in a quantitative

shotgun proteome analysis with TMT6-plex isobaric tags. Peptides were separated by high

resolution high/low pH 2D-LC, using an optimized fraction pooling scheme followed by mass

spectrometric analysis. Quantitative data were acquired for 2099 proteins covering 49% of

the predicted E. coli proteins, showing system-wide effects of growth conditions. In total, 507

proteins showed a fold change of at least 1.5 and 205 proteins changed by more than twofold.

Significant differences in abundance were observed for most of the proteins in the central

carbon metabolism and in proteins relevant for amino acid and protein synthesis, processing of

environmental information and scavenging of a variety of alternate carbon sources. Periplasmic-

binding proteins were also more abundant on acetate, especially proteins involved in scavenging

extracellular resources such as sugars. All MS data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange

Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository (dataset identifier PXD003863).
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The gram negative bacterium Escherichia coli is one of the

best studied model organisms. This bacterium is of immense

relevance for biotechnological and biomedical research. The

knowledge of the influence of environmental factors, e.g. nu-

trients and other growth conditions is important to under-

stand the regulation of the organism’s behavior at molecular

level.

Growth on acetate or glucose as carbon sources represents

two distinct metabolic states for E. coli. Glucose is a classic

substrate for biotechnological applications. This high yield

carbon source promotes fast growth and is mainly metabo-

lized through the glycolytic and TCA pathways. The growth
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matches

of E. coli on acetate is important for the survival of the bac-

terium in the gastrointestinal tract of endotherms [1]. Acetate

is a byproduct of glucose-based growth and a less-efficient

carbon source whose consumption requires gluconeogenesis

and shunting the TCA cycle through the glyoxylate cycle [2].

The metabolic organization of E. coli on glucose or on

acetate has been analyzed in a number of “omics” stud-

ies. Transcriptome datasets are available for growth on ac-

etate relatively to glucose on defined minimal medium [3, 4].

Metabolome and transcriptome data were used to describe

the dynamics of the molecular processes involved in glucose-

acetate transition [5]. Escherichia coli W3110 cells, grown

in the presence or absence of acetate, were previously ex-

amined by gel-based differential proteomics [6]; 37 and 17

proteins were found to be increased or decreased, respec-

tively, in abundance in the presence of acetate. Tryptic pep-

tides derived from E. coli K-12 ATCC-10798 cells grown on

M9 media with either lactose, glucose, or acetate were used
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as reference samples for LC-MS method development [7].

However, the emphasis of this previous study was on the

analytical approach, rather than the quantitative data or pro-

teome coverage. More recently, a comprehensive label-free

quantitative E. coli proteome dataset across 22 conditions, in-

cluding minimal growth medium with glucose and acetate

as carbon source, was published for E. coli strain BW25113,

incidentally including data for the K-12 strain MG1655 on

glucose but not on acetate [8].

Here, we performed a quantitative proteome analysis us-

ing an isobaric labeling/2D-LC approach described earlier [9]

to provide a reference dataset showing the protein level differ-

ences of E. coli K-12 strain MG1655 grown on acetate versus

glucose.

Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 strain was cultured to mid-

exponential phase in triplicate in M9 minimal medium con-

taining either glucose (15 mM) or acetate (45 mM; details:

Supporting Information). After proteome isolation, protein

reduction/alkylation and tryptic digestion, the six samples,

each labeled with one TMT reagent, were pooled and sep-

arated by 2D-LC, employing RPLC at pH 10 in the first di-

mension, and ion pair reverse phase LC at pH 2 in the second

dimension. In the first dimension, 50 fractions were collected.

To maximize usage of chromatographic space and minimize

measurement time in the second dimension, a fraction pool-

ing scheme (Supporting Information Fig. 1) was used, lead-

ing to ten pooled fractions. Second dimension separation

was coupled on-line to an LTQ Orbitrap Velos MS (Thermo,

Bremen, Germany). Experimental details of LC and MS are

provided in the Supporting Information. Each of the ten

pooled fractions was analyzed in four replicates, with two

additional runs used to optimize acquisition parameters.

The first two technical replicates were processed and, after

database search, used to compile an exclusion list of m/z val-

ues with high confidence peptides. Corresponding m/z val-

ues were excluded from data-dependent MS/MS acquisition

for the third and fourth replicate to reduce redundant scan

events and increase protein coverage. The final dataset con-

tained 42 LC-MS/MS raw files (ProteomeXchange Identifier

PXD003863).

Recalibrated raw files were subjected to multiple database

search using Proteome Discoverer Software (v1.4). MAS-

COT (v2.1), SequestHT, and MSAmanda search algorithms

were used for database search in E. coli K-12 reference pro-

teome dataset including common contaminants. Detailed

search parameters are listed in Supporting Information.

Percolator (v1.2) was used for error calculation combining

the results of the database searches with a false discovery

rate restricted to 0.01 by q-value [10]. Only unique peptides

were used for quantification. TMT ratios of peptide spec-

trum matches (PSM) were median normalized. To mini-

mize ratio compression and underestimation, reporter ion

signals of PSM were corrected for signal interference and

filtered for signal interference and relative precursor in-

tensity as described previously [11] (see Supporting Infor-

mation). TMT ratios of protein and peptide groups were

calculated as the median TMT ratio of the corresponding

PSM.

Statistical analysis was performed with the Perseus soft-

ware (www.maxquant.org). Log2 transformed TMT ratios (ac-

etate/glucose “A/G”) were tested against log2 control TMT ra-

tios using Welch´s t-test (ratios between biological replicates

of the same treatment: A/A and G/G). Resulting p-values

were adjusted for multiple testing by permutation-based FDR

calculation. GO and KEGG annotations were assigned from

UniProt or Ecocyc [12]. Perseus software was used for en-

richment/depletion of GO and KEGG categories by Fisher’s

exact test and 1D annotation enrichment [13] (see Supporting

Information).

In 42 LC-MS runs with 722 764 MS/MS spectra 19 105

unique peptide sequences could be identified with an FDR

< 1%, matching to 3123 E. coli proteins. Enforcing pro-

tein grouping by strictest parsimony principles filtered the

identifications to 2590 E. coli protein groups of which 2249

were identified by multiple peptides. Relative quantification

was possible for 2462 protein groups using only proteotypic

(unique) peptides which were reduced to 2309 by filtering

PSM to minimize ratio compression. For statistical analy-

sis, we only considered 2099 quantified protein groups (Sup-

porting Information Table 1) identified by multiple peptides

(identifications based on an average of 11 and a median

of seven peptides). More than 50% of the quantifications

are supported by data from at least five unique peptides

(Fig. 1A).

A noticeable difference between E. coli cells grown on ac-

etate versus glucose was the overall protein content. The yield

of protein extraction was much lower in cells grown on acetate

versus glucose. From results for BCA protein determination

and the median of TMT ratios, an overall A/G protein ratio of

0.61 was calculated, relating to equal amounts of OD = 1 cul-

ture. The combination of different volumes of the protein ex-

tracts and subsequent data normalization consequently lead

to an accumulated shift of A/G ratios (Fig. 1B).

The dataset showed remarkable coverage of metabolic

pathways, whereas significantly fewer proteins responsible

for membrane transport or involved in other distinct cellular

processes including transposition, cell adhesion, and DNA

recombination were represented. In terms of localization,

proteins from cytoplasm (q < 1 × 10−45; enrichment factor

(EF) = 1.53), the cytosol (q < 1 × 10−30; EF = 1.86) as well

as proteins located in the periplasmic space (q < 1 × 10−7;

EF = 1.38) were enriched, whereas membrane proteins were

generally depleted (q < 1 × 10−12; EF = 0.82; Supporting

Information Table 2).

Using Welch´s t-test and a fold change cut-off of 1.5 for

TMT ratios, we identified 507 differentially abundant proteins

of which 221 proteins were lower and 286 higher abundant

in acetate medium (Fig. 1C).

Relative quantification was possible for a near-complete

set of the proteins associated with central carbon metabolism

(Fig. 2). Proteins with increased abundance on acetate

were significantly enriched in proteins of the TCA cycle
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Figure 1. Data assessment. (A) Peptide evidences per protein group identification (outer) and number of unique peptides supporting protein

group quantification (inner circle). (B) Data before (gray) and after normalization (blue). (C) Volcano plot showing relative abundances of

the selected 2099 E. coli proteins between cells grown on acetate and glucose.

(q < 1 × 10−5; EF = 4.59). As expected, the glyoxylate cy-

cle proteins were more abundant on acetate (isocitrate lyase

AceA and the two malate synthase isozymes AceB and GlcB).

The isocitrate dehydrogenase kinase/phosphatase AceK reg-

ulates the node between TCA and glyoxylate cycles. While

AceK showed a higher abundance on acetate (1.8-fold), a sig-

nificant change of its target isocitrate dehydrogenase was de-

tected exclusively for peptides containing the phosphorylation

site (Supporting Information Fig. 2). The glycolytic proteins

PfkA, Ppc, and PykF were more abundant on glucose while

their gluconeogenic counterparts Fbp, PckA, and Pps were

more abundant on acetate. In a previous works, the fbp gene

was surprisingly reported with the same level of expression

on acetate and glucose [4, 14]. We therefore conclude that

this gene is regulated at the translational level. Finally, the

acetyl-CoA synthetase protein Acs, cation/acetate symporter

ActP, and inner membrane proteins YjcH, all belonging to the

same operon and related to acetate utilization, were among

the proteins with the highest relative (A/G) abundance.

Beside central carbon metabolism, significant changes

were observed in other functional groups. Enzymes involved

in fatty acid degradation were much more abundant on ac-

etate while proteins necessary for fatty acid biosynthesis were

not significantly affected (Supporting Information Fig. 3). For

the translation machinery, virtually all ribosomal polypep-

tides (with the exception of YkgO and YkgM) were observed

in lower levels on acetate (q < 1 × 10−16). This includes a

reduction of the majority of enzymes involved in amino acid

synthesis pathways, whereas amino acid degradation was re-

inforced (Supporting Information Fig. 4). A significant shift

toward higher abundance in acetate was also observed for pro-

teins involved in flagellar assembly (q < 1 × 10−4). This cor-

related with a previous observation stating that E. coli motil-

ity increase as a long-term adaptation to acetate in complex

medium [15].

Periplasmic-binding proteins were also more abundant on

acetate, in particular proteins involved in scavenging extracel-

lular resources such as sugars (galactose, ribose, maltose, xy-

lose, arabinose), amino acids and peptides, vitamins and ions

(Supporting Information Fig. 5). Phosphotransferase sys-

tems allowing the transport of sugars were more abundant on

acetate for galactitol, cellobiose, and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine,

while phosphotransferase systems for glucose, mannose, and

fructose were less abundant.

Finally, the correlation between gene expression at the

transcript and protein level was assessed by comparison with

transcriptomic data [4]. Of 2099 quantified proteins in our

study, data of 2085 entries could be compared (Supporting

Information Fig. 6; Fig. 2 for central carbon metabolism).

Proteomic and transcriptomic data showed a moderate lin-

ear relationship (Pearson´s r = 0.51; Spearmans´s rs = 0.54).

This highlights a determinant role of transcriptional control

in programs for acetate or glucose consumption. A compari-

son of our dataset with that recently provided by Schmidt et al.

[8], using a related E. coli strain showed a high congruency

for the majority of proteins (Supporting Information Fig. 7).

However, also significant differences could be observed. For

example, proteins associated with locomotion and the glyoxy-

late bypass showed different trends in both datasets.

To conclude, this work provides a comprehensive quan-

titative dataset of E. coli proteins on different media deliver-

ing important information to understand metabolic behavior,

both in terms of organization and of regulatory processes.

Our dataset compares biological situations similar to that de-

scribed in other proteomics studies [8]; however, as different

E. coli strains and different analytical platforms (label-free

quantification vs. Isobaric labeling) were used, the datasets

provide complementary information which can serve as a

useful source for future comparative studies both in terms of

technology and biology.
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Figure 2. Central carbon metaboli-

sm. Proteins are represented by en-

coding genes, node colors indicate

relative expression values log2 ac-

etate/glucose at protein (outside) and

transcript level [4] inside.
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